P3 Products

We must leave more than pleasant memories..........
P3 “The Book”

• Edited book with contributions open to all at the P3 workshop, SSG and PUB working groups
  – Including breakout group contributions
  – Synthesis section on common or really clever approaches developed by breakout groups
  – Edited with the direction towards PUB Solutions and examples. PUB Demonstration and Integration Projects

• Where to publish?
  – Canadian Water Resources Association – offer, cheap, maybe restricted distribution
  – IAHS Redbook – higher cost, IAHS international distribution

• When to publish?
Monograph Structure

• Introduction/Preface with society needs outlined and how PUB addresses these.
• “Plenary Section” – speakers solicited to work together on major themes of workshop to produce chapters.
  – How to maximize the predictive value of available information?
  – How to improve process realism in physically-based predictive approaches?
  – How to apply process understanding in predictive approaches?
  – How to predict using physical principles?
  – How to reduce uncertainty when land use or climate change is creating non-stationarity?
  – How to chose and assimilate data for hydrological prediction?
  – How to access measurement and information technology for prediction?
  – How to use new information technologies for prediction?
  – How to combine inductive and deductive approaches to prediction?
• “Hydroclimate Solutions Section” – sub-sections summarizing the answers to questions from the 6 breakout groups
• Case Study Section – short contributions from those at workshop
• Synthesis Chapter by Hughes, Spence, Woods, Pomeroy - synthesis of major findings, advances and recommendations for future directions. Note relevance to society and the environment.

• Book online with certain number of printed copies – investigate joint CWRA/IAHS approach
• Presentations will be online VERY SOON.
PUB Banquet, enjoy.